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ofalgebraic singularities.



Algebraic singularities:over complexnumber4.

(Xix) an algebraic singularity.

↳x,: =X1[(x,z).
(Milnor 60%, Durfec Do's).

for a small enough the differ class of2x, is independent ofa

Local fundamental group:
Ie,'" (Xix):=ic, (Lxia) for esmall

Theorem (Mumford, 1961):Let (Xix) be a normal erface any.
Then (Xic) is smooth > Re:"(Xix) =921.

Theorem (Grothentica, 1968):The local fundamentalgroup.
ofhypersurface wingof

times are trivial.

Remain:Algebraic ringcarry
CW complex structurer

Then, local fundamental groups are tip. groups
Theorem (Kollei - Kapovich, 2011):For every top group G,

there exists a complex projective surface awith one singulanter.
for which is, (5) = G. Voronoi - complexer.



Theorem (Kollar -Kapovich, 2011):For every tip group G.

there exists an isolated, normal, 3-fold ring
(Xcrio)

for which is"(Xcrio) = G.

Idea:Affine come Ca over a

!"(GGid =G.

we mouth outthe
ring
contrite of to contruct

an isolated
ring

with the same ten



Rational & Cohen-Macaulay:
A
group

G is perfect ifit her trivial abelvanization > HiCG,E.) =0.

superperfect + Schur multiplier -> H,(Gix) =
to trivial. H2 (G: 'x) =0.

&- perfect Es H1(GiG) = 0.

every
atall quotientin tovaram

&- Superperfect =>H,(GiGl =

Hz(GiQ) = 0.

Theorem (Kervaire, 1869):LetG be 2 fip.

(2) -
superperfectgroup

& nc,4.

There exists a n-timentional smooth (C)-homology phone
Me for which is (MG) = G.

Remark:superperfect groups or fontimental groups ofhomology phen
&-superperfect group- its ofCh-homology sphere



Rational & CM
ving:

Theorem (kir, 2011):Let(Xix) be a rational
ring.

Then is'(Xise) is a C-orperperfectgroup. Every
&-perperfect group is the istos ofa rational inokital

my

oftime6.

Theorem (Koller, 2012):TFAE for a tip. group:
1) G is @-perfect,
as G is the isofan isolated CM

rig oftime 3.

Question:What happens for the
ringof
the MMP?

(Xix) iwitifthere exist a log verolian

y1 X, 9* (x =k +I!2: E:

where Xi <1.

Xi = 1.

ie."(Xic) in the log terminal & by canonical?



Log terminal singularities:
Motto:log terminal singularities are local analog ofFano urietrer

Fano:X has log terminal
ring &-1xample

Nobayashi62:Smooth Fam varieties are simply connected.

Tawier:(X.4) logmooth log Fam (-(4x+0) ample)

implier thatX is simply connected.

Do' several mathematicion. (Zhing 84, Mckernin - keel2, ...):
X is a Fano varietyoftimewion 13, then is, (AM) is finite

Xu 2014:X Fano, then it, (Xem) is finite:a global finitened
(Xix) Alt, then is, loc(Xise) in fruits a local finfener

Ticn-Xu 2015:global finitences in dim n-1 -- local finitened on Jimn

Brown 2020:If (Xix) elt, then i (Xical is finite
for quo E ITheorem (rentrlipeof"2020:timc

There exists a constant cans, only dependingon n, redifyingthe following.
Let(Xix) be 2 nntimentional log terminal

ring. There exists a new

1 -> A -> i!"(Xix) -> N -

where Air finite abetize of rent =n, & N is finite oforder atmostcans.



Log canonical singularities:
Example:Let (Xic) be the come over an elliptic corse

thistiethe

Theorem (Figueroa - M, 2023):Let (X,Bix) be a

log canonical surface any.
We have a short exact

sequence

1-N-x,4(X,bix)--G-> 1

where is solvable oflength 2 & G is finite oforder - 6.

Furthermore, R(X,Bisa) admits a preventation with at most

4 generators & 7 relation

If19,18(X,bis) his a preventation with 4-gen & 7-ral.

then (Xix) is tone & I =t,1.... Ita-



log canonical
ringofhigher dimentions

I, ofcloset

↓-munfold
with

no bountry.
Theorem (Kollir, 2010):Let G be a group.
there exists a 3-fold isolated a

very
(Xics and a ser

1-kim -> i (Xia)- G- 1

Theorem (Figueros - M., 2023):LetEbea enc,

projective, CT varietyofdimension 2. There exists

a lo
ring

(Xic) ofhim its for which te4(Xical= re,CE).

CY

-
I I
-
NElp1 = Wp + (0) +500l wo.



Idea (due to Kollai):

E-IN

HimH(-E)) =fr, ..., fN-n-z

produce YI Eofone fimeion more firt=dimE+1.

the normal boundle of Ein Y is

vary negative.
E? Y the factthat E is inc + Ct

I d
=>(Xis) is to ofdimX =

n+s.

x G X

New input:We can perform binational modifications ofE

to more more that is, CE)=is,"" (Xix).



How to contractinc, CT, prof
varreter?

ps 2" za mouthpri
XCP)> 1e

~mouth lattice

polytope

of tim U objects:smooth polybetre ofdisa·authorretel
amplex.Finite celeryin

morphians lattice emtestings.
each vertex ofP is contained in

exactly intal
maximal polyhedra.

CY yercher where

each componentis for



↑2
2 - tim -mooth

polyhedral complex⑰ homotopia to T2.

#

Theorem (Figueros - M, 2023):Let M be 2 3-manifold.

thatadmit a mooth embeddingin 1R4. There exists a 3-tim

smooth polyhedral complex Pre homotopic to M.

M =

=# i. (2 x84

Corollary:For every use, there exists an isolated 4-dim

Loving (Xviol for which is (Xrio) = Fr.

topology
moth combinationer smooth polybuty,

patient mely;lovingmanifol
->

complexof of Jim
ofdimn Jim ne ofSim n.

n +1


